
Kids In Orange: Voices From Juvenile
Detention
Juvenile detention centers often remain hidden from public view, leaving society
unaware of the stories and experiences of the children residing within their walls.
The orange jumpsuits worn by these young detainees symbolize their loss of
freedom, but beneath the surface lies a multitude of voices waiting to be heard.

These young individuals, facing a complex journey at such a tender age, hold
stories of pain, hope, and transformation. The aim of this article is to bring their
voices into the light, to educate and create awareness about the realities of life
inside juvenile detention centers, and to encourage empathy and support for
these vulnerable individuals.

The Harsh Realities

Life for kids in juvenile detention is far from easy. Removed from their families,
schools, and communities, they often find themselves in an environment that is
unfamiliar and strictly regulated. The stark reality is that many of these children
have faced numerous challenges and traumas prior to their detention - abuse,
neglect, poverty, and exposure to violence.
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It is essential to comprehend that the children residing in juvenile detention are
far from hardened criminals. They are kids who have made mistakes or been in
unfortunate circumstances, often without the necessary resources or guidance to
navigate through life's challenges.

While it is crucial to hold individuals accountable for their actions, the focus
should also be on providing rehabilitation, therapy, and educational opportunities
within juvenile detention centers. By doing so, we can break the cycle of repeat
offenses and offer hope for a better future to these young minds.

A Platform for Expression

Despite the restrictive nature of juvenile detention centers, the creative spirit of
these children cannot be quelled. Art, writing, music, and other forms of self-
expression provide an outlet for them to process their emotions, raise their
voices, and share their unique stories.

The artwork created by kids in orange often reflects their inner struggles,
resilience, and hopes for the future. These creative expressions offer an
opportunity for individuals outside the detention centers to gain insight into their
world.

One such young artist, James, shares his experience through drawings and
paintings. His artwork portrays the isolation and loneliness he feels, as well as his
dreams of a different life. Through his images, James invites others to see
beyond the orange jumpsuit and recognize the child within.
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Education Behind Bars

Access to quality education is crucial for any child's development, including those
in juvenile detention centers. Providing a comprehensive educational program
offers these young individuals an opportunity to enhance their academic skills, set
new goals, and envision a path towards a brighter future.

One innovative program within certain detention centers focuses on teaching
entrepreneurship and business skills. By equipping these kids with the tools to
build and manage their own small businesses, they gain practical life skills that
foster independence and self-esteem.

A 15-year-old detainee, Sarah, discovered her passion for baking through this
program. She is now learning culinary skills and dreaming of opening her own
bakery one day. Education, combined with the support to pursue their passions,
gives these kids a chance to overcome adversity and rewrite their narratives.

Breaking the Cycle

It is essential to address the root causes that lead young individuals into the
juvenile justice system. By investing in mental health resources, community-
based support, and proactive intervention strategies, society can help prevent the
reoffending cycle.

The testimonies of former detainees who successfully reintegrated into society
after leaving juvenile detention are a testament to the transformative power of
rehabilitation. By providing them with the tools and support they need to thrive,
we can empower these children to break free from the grips of the justice system
and build a life full of hope and opportunity.



These kids in orange deserve our attention, compassion, and understanding.
Their voices should not go unnoticed, and their stories should serve as a catalyst
for change and reform in our juvenile justice system. Together, we can ensure
that every child has a chance at redemption and a promising future ahead.
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The gang leader doesn’t like poetry, but will a detention center workshop show
her how to express love for her newborn daughter? A teen boy dies of a drug
overdose. Will his final poem speak what he cannot say?

In the middle of a career change from teacher to writer, Mindy Hardwick
volunteered to facilitate a weekly poetry workshop at a juvenile detention center.
By helping the teens write poetry about their lives, Mindy discovered strength and
courage to grieve the loss of her father, find forgiveness and release the past.

Drug Court Judges, Parole Officer and educators working with restorative justice
will find the book beneficial to understanding the young people in their care.
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A portion of the proceeds from the sale of the book will be used as a grant for
writers to work with teens at Denney Juvenile Justice Center. The youth's poetry
anthologies can be downloaded at: http://www.denneypoetry.org
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